
Shop our catalog of maker experiences.

Choose your favorite programs.

Got your own idea? Let's make it happen!

Reach out to customize and book: info@craftsmanandapprentice

Up to 15 participants. Class minimum of 8 participants. 

Mixed grade-level groups are A-ok. Just check the minimum recommended age for

each program.  

We supply one fantastic, kind, and knowledgeable instructor with a background

check, CPR/First Aid certified as well as mandatory reporter training.

All consumable materials, tools, and safety equipment are provided.

Use our complimentary booking system or your own.

Pricing: $20/hour per student. $15/each additional hour (Ex: $27.50/90-minute class).

45-minute class minimum. 

Sliding scale and scholarships available. All kids should have the opportunity to

make and play!

All programs are adaptable for four-twelve sessions.

HOW IT WORKS

GOOD TO KNOW

At Craftsman & Apprentice, we create community through handcraft
education and creative, experiential learning. We work with a talented
group of experienced arts educators to provide unique maker workshops
for all ages. Our enrichment programs build skill, community, self-
sufficiency, and creative exploration in a fun, low-pressure environment.
For more than seven years, we've partnered with schools and local
institutions to provide creative enrichment programs that are fun,
engaging, and help kids build resiliency and creative problem solving skills.  
Our programs can be adapted to varying abilities and community needs. 
Let's make things together!
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Toy Shop

Forget the big box toy store. Put down the Legos. In this
program, makers will explore a variety of building techniques
to design and create the most awesome playthings. We will use
tools, wood, and wheels to create rolling toys, stitch together
dolls and stuffed animals, we’ll even use recycled materials to
invent games and activities that will keep your child engaged
long after camp is over. On the last day, we will collaborate to
create a child-run pop-up market for those who would like to
"sell" their creations. Kids will learn about design,
craftsmanship, safety, business, marketing, and more, all while
having a blast.
Ages 5+

Creative Build-Play

TINY TOWN

Does your kiddo love tiny things? We do, too! In our Tiny Town
class, we'll create all things in miniature. Think dollhouse
furniture, tiny tacos, teeny weeny animals, pocket-sized robots,
and more. Each day we'll have a new provocation (concept,
material, skill, etc) along with all our classic maker materials,
tools, and know-how for your little miniaturist to create the
Tiny Town of their dreams.
Projects include; creating a story, building a background/set,
creating miniatures with up-cycled objects, woodcraft, polymer
clay details, hand-stitched objects, and peg doll characters. 
Ages 5+

SPACECRAFT

Developed by a crew of crafty kids at Park Hill Elementary, our
Spacecraft Program is out of this world! We'll explore all things
outer space real and imagined as we use a variety of craft
materials and techniques to create everything from space
ships, planets, aliens, and more. Think cardboard rockets,
papier-mache planets, even astronaut and alien costumes. It's
going to be a blast!
Ages 5+



Things that move

In Things that Move, we’ll explore creating all sorts of
playthings with locomotion. Makers will explore simple
machines by building toys and gadgets with all sorts of moving
parts. Think rolling toys, rubber band boats and cars, marble
runs, spinning Ferris wheels, automata, and more. We’ll really
get our creative gears turning in this super fun club.
Ages 5+

Creative Build-Play

Craftsman & the holy grail

Let's go on an epic craft journey together! In this epic series, we'll
explore all the creative gold that is the fairy tale world of knights,
castles, fairies, and gnomes. We'll create knight costumes, swords
and shields, miniature castles, gnome homes, and imagined
creatures great and small. Think dragons, fairies, and storytelling
galore. We'll use this theme to explore using our imagination
using all sorts of materials, tools, and techniques including
woodcraft, fibers, polymer clay, and natural materials like stones
and moss. 
Ages 5+

BE A BUILDER

We’ll work with scrap wood and cardboard to explore how we
design, build and invent. We’ll start with mini-challenges like
building a simple house structure or replicating an everyday
object with cardboard. Ultimately, each participant will develop
a design/build goal and work towards a big reveal! This is the
perfect class for kids wanting to explore the intersection of art,
engineering, science, and design.
Ages 5+

Pirate Party

This class has been on our list of awesome ideas for years. In this
afternoon club, makers will explore all things pirate-related. We’ll
make treasure boxes, costumes, swords, papier-mache shoulder
parrots, and a miniature pirate ship complete with peg doll
pirates, polymer clay sharks. Arggg, matey! In this process play
class, makers will have access to a wide variety of materials, tools,
and techniques to create their own pirate world.
Ages 5+



HANDCRAFT

SEW COOL

Learning to stitch by hand opens a world of creative work.
Sewing is a practical life skill with loads of benefits. In our Sew
Cool class, makers will learn basic hand sewing and embroidery
stitches. They will then practice their new skills to design and
stitch all sorts of magnificent things including patches, multi-
part stuffies, a button-top pouch, banners or pillows. 
Ages 8+

FIBERS CLUB

We love all things fiber arts around here. Skills like knot tying,
weaving, and felting help young makers to develop fine motor
skills and their own aesthetic. There’s not much better than
spending a quiet afternoon lost in a weaving or macrame
project. In this class, makers will explore a variety of fibers-
based projects including tween favorites like weaving, making
rag dolls,  macrame, and needle felting to make home
decorations and gifts.
Ages 9+

THe MAKER MINDSET

Being a maker is all about creativity, problem-solving, and
collaboration. Join us for a special program that explores the
maker process through a variety of craft and design practices.
We’ll explore personal identity and community by creating
objects that will make the halls of your school a little brighter
and more functional. Makers will utilize design thinking
strategies to develop concepts that help us to lead our best
lives. We’ll use materials like wood, fabric, paint, upcycled
goodies, hot glue, and cardboard while we learn all about safe
studio practices (including how to use power tools), processes,
and products. This is the perfect opportunity to take a deep
dive into your creative identity to create permanent art
installations for your community. 
Ages 10+

Let's make it happen! Contact:  info@craftsmanandapprentice or call/text 720.515.8611


